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• Founded in 1987, Huawei is a multinational company that specializes in telecommunications 

equipment and services.

 The company is headquartered in Guangdong, China, and it is a private company wholly owned by 

its employees through the Union of Huawei Investment & Holding Co., Ltd.

 The company has more than 194,000 employees, and operates in more than 170 countries. The 

company invested $15 billion in R&D in 2018 (Huawei, 2021).

 The company collaborates with some of the largest telecoms operators globally such as British 

Telecom (BT), Vodafone, Orange, and T-Mobile (Wong, 2020).

 The company is divided into three key business segments: carrier network business, consumer 

business, and enterprise business.

 As of 2019, the Middle East and Africa are the second largest and most important markets after 

China (Wong, 2020).

1. Background of the study 



• The company is the largest network service provider and the leading 

manufacturer of VoIP and IMS equipment globally (Wong, 2020).

• Since May of 2019, the company has been on the receiving of the trade war 

between the US and China where American companies have been banned from 

working with Huawei. in what has come to be referred to as the “Huawei ban.” 

The topic chosen for this study is: The Impact of Anti-globalisation 

tendencies on Multinational Corporations: The Case of Huawei in 

the US.

This study is relevant in that it present a classic case study to 

determine how industry titans are impacted by anti globalisation 

tendencies and/or how they impact the economies of countries 

with anti-globalisation tendencies.



2. Research aim and objectives/questions

Objectives 

1) Discuss the driving forces of globalisation

2) Highlight tariff and non-tariff trade barriers that lead to protectionism and thus anti-

globalisation

3) Investigate how Huawei has been impacted by the US ban

4) Investigate how the USA has been impacted by the Huawei ban

The aim of this research is to investigate anti-globalisation impact Multinational Corporations using 
the case of Huawei in the USA



3. Theoretical discussion

Driving forces of globalisation are simply 

different factors that promote and/ or support 

globalisation. Globalisation, on the other 

hand, is a process  that, aims to expand 

business operations across national borders 

and cultures (Hill, 2012)



A. Technology as a driver of globalisation

• Since  1990s, improvement in  telecommunications  and  

Information  Technology (IT)  has  resulted to astounding  

improvements  in  information access and transfer and 

increase in  economic  activities.    

• This improvement in technologies  has fostered growth in 

various sectors of  economies globally.

• Social media and modern forms of communication and 

marketing has made national boundaries to be less of a 

barrier.



Trade liberalisation as a driver of Globalisation

• Trade liberalisation is the removal of tariff and non-tariff 

barriers in trade, most notably international trade

• It is the opposite of protectionism

• The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), founded 

in 1947, which was succeeded in 1995 by World Trade 

Organization (WTO) have provided platforms for reducing 

trade barriers thereby promoting globalisation (WTO, n.d.)



Tariff barriers Non-tariff barriers 

Tariff barriers are taxes on certain imports that 
acts as barriers to international trade by raising
the price of  taxed imports thereby making 
imports less competitive. 
Some tariff barriers include;
• Duties
• Surcharges

Non-tariff barriers are measures, other than 
customs tariff, that hinders or acts as barriers 
to international trade.
Some non-tariff barriers include;
• Quotas
• Licences
• Embargoes
• Anti-dumping laws 
• Subsidies & industry bail outs 
• Public procurement policies 

Hill (2020) 



4. Sources and data 
In this work, the following sources have been used: 

• Statista- Used to get Huawei smartphone sales data and other facts about the company

• Androidauthority- Used to learn about the Huawei ban in detail

• Huawei official website- Used to learn about the background of the company and five years 

financial highlights

• International Business: Competing in the Global Marketplace- This book was used to learn about 

tariffs and non-tariffs trade barriers

• WTO official website- Used to learn about GATT and WTO 



5. Analysis of the findings 

Statista (2021)

Smartphones sold each quarter (in 
millions)
• 1Q 2018= 40.43 million phones sold
• 2Q 2018= 49.85 
• 3Q 2018= 52.22
• 4Q 2018= 60.41
• 1Q 2019= 58.44
• 2Q 2019=58.06
• 3Q 2019=65.82
• 4Q 2019=58.3
• 1Q 2020=42.5
• 2Q 2020=54.13
• 3Q 2020=51.83

The ban started in second quarter of 2019 whereby the company 
sold 58.06 million smartphones. However, the company reported 
growth in sales in 3Q before decline in sales in 4Q 2019 and 1Q of 
2020. But sales improved in 2Q before falling in 3Q.



Huawei financial highlights from 2015-2019

• As per the table above, all the five financial measures improved from 2015 to 2019
• This implies that the company as a whole was not negatively impacted by the US ban

Huawei (2020)



 The type of trade barrier that Huawei is currently facing in the USA is the non-tariff trade barrier. Brown (2021) 

explains that the US government established a licensing system for American companies that wished to work with 

Huawei. However, none of all 130 applications for licenses was granted (Brown, 2021) 

 Based on the examined data, it may be observed that smartphones sales were negatively impacted. But Walker 

(2020) points that the company became the world’s largest smartphone maker in the second quarter of 2020 for the 

first time. However, the company did not hold that position for long as it dropped to sixth position by the end of 4Q 

2020 (Kharpal, 2021). Nonetheless, the company continued to record improved revenue and profit despite the ban. 

This may partly be because the company most lucrative market is China and followed by Middle East & Africa (Wong, 

2020). Moreover, the company’s carrier network business is its most lucrative segment, which may have compensated 

for any negative impact from smartphone sales. 

 However, not only Huawei is impacted since companies such as Google, Qualcomm and others lost one of their 

biggest customers. The US economy have been impacted since Huawei is getting chips and other components from 

other countries such as Japan, Taiwan and others.

Discussion of the findings



6. Conclusion

• The US has showed anti-globalization tendencies by using licenses as trade barriers to 

discourage Huawei and other non-American firms from operating in the country

• Though Huawei smartphone sales have been impacted negatively, the company has 

continued to record improved revenue and profits

• American companies such as Google and Qualcomm have also been negatively impacted.

• Since Huawei is a world leader in 5g technology, US is likely to drag behind in technology  
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